Development of stem and progenitor cells into specialized tissues in multicellular organisms involves a series of cell fate decisions. Cellular differentiation in higher organisms is generally considered irreversible, and the idea of developmental plasticity in postnatal tissues is controversial. Here, we show that inhibition of mitogenactivated protein kinase (MAPK) in a human bone marrow stromal cell-derived myogenic subclone suppresses their myogenic ability and converts them into satellite cell-like precursors that respond to osteogenic stimulation. Clonal analysis of the induced osteogenic response reveals ultrasensitivity and an ''all-or-none'' behavior, hallmarks of a bistable switch mechanism with stochastic noise. The response demonstrates cellular memory, which is contingent on the accumulation of an intracellular factor and can be erased by factor dilution through cell divisions or inhibition of protein synthesis. The effect of MAPK inhibition also exhibits memory and appears to be controlled by another bistable switch further upstream that determines cell fate. Once the memory associated with osteogenic differentiation is erased, the cells regain their myogenic ability. These results support a model of cell fate decision in which a network of bistable switches controls inducible production of lineage-specific differentiation factors. A competitive balance between these factors determines cell fate. Our work underscores the dynamic nature of cellular differentiation and explains mechanistically the dual properties of stability and plasticity associated with the process.
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bistability ͉ MAPK signaling ͉ mesenchymal progenitors ͉ myogenic differentiation ͉ osteogenic differentiation I n multicellular organisms, differentiated cells perform a wide range of specialized functions. Understanding how multipotent stem and progenitor cells develop into these differentiated cells is a central question in biology. Cellular differentiation is assumed to involve a series of cell fate decisions, each of which is generally considered irreversible in higher organisms. The irreversibility in differentiation contributes to phenotypic stability of the specialized cells, which enable them to perform their respective functions (1) . Recent reports have demonstrated that differentiated cells can also exhibit an extraordinary degree of developmental plasticity. Transfer of specific pluripotency genes into somatic cells, for example, can convert them into stem cell-like cells that can differentiate into diverse tissues (2) . It remains controversial whether plasticity occurs in postnatal tissues of higher organisms in a physiological context (3) . It is likely that cellular differentiation possesses the dual properties of stability and plasticity, and either might predominate, depending on the environmental milieu.
In recent years, the application of the systems-biology approach in biological studies has been extraordinarily fruitful (4) . In this approach, the focus is on quantitative analysis of the interactions between individual components in a biological system and how these interactions evolve with time. A recurrent theme in this field is the importance of feedback loops in generating spatiotemporal patterns (5) . Pioneering work in the study of oocyte maturation, for instance, has demonstrated the critical role of positive feedback in cell fate decision (6) .
In this work, we studied how human mesenchymal progenitor cells underwent osteogenic and myogenic differentiation. We found that their differentiation exhibited nonlinear features of a bistable switch model, including memory and plasticity. Our results suggested that the bistable switch mechanism could be prevalent in cellular differentiation.
Results

MAPK Inhibition Induced Osteogenic Differentiation in a Myogenic
Subclone. Bone marrow stromal cells are multipotent progenitors of mesenchymal lineages (7) . While studying human marrow stromal cells, we identified a subclone, denoted as WB15-M, that had developed spontaneously into precursor cells that were defective in osteogenesis but capable of myogenesis. Unlike the parental cells, the WB15-M subclone no longer exhibited cell surface markers of marrow stromal cells (Fig. 1A) . They also did not express the osteogenic marker alkaline phosphatase (ALP) when stimulated with bone morphogenetic protein 2 (BMP2) (see below). Instead, the WB15-M cells expressed the myogenic surface marker ␣7-integrin and regulatory factors MyoD and Myf5 (Fig. 1B) . When cultured under low-serum conditions, they expressed myogenin and formed multinucleated myofibers, a reflection of their myogenic potential ( Fig. 1 C and D) . We used the WB15-M cells to study the mesenchymal differentiation process.
The MAPK signaling pathways transmit extracellular signals into the cellular nucleus and MAPK activation has been shown to be essential for myogenic differentiation (8, 9) . We asked whether inhibition of MAPK signaling might affect the differentiation of the WB15-M cells. WB15-M cells were cultured and maintained in the presence of SB203580 (SB) or PD98059 (PD), inhibitors of the p38 and Erk MAPK pathways, respectively. These MAPK-inhibited cells showed decreased expression of MyoD and increased expression of Pax7 and Msx1, nuclear factors found in satellite cells ( Fig.  2A) . Expression of Pax7 was patchy and appeared only in a subset of PD-or SB-inhibited cells. When MAPK inhibitors were removed, WB15-M cells regained expression of MyoD and lost expression of the satellite cell nuclear factors (Fig. 2B) .
Satellite cells are known to exhibit alternative developmental potentials and can differentiate into nonmuscle progeny such as osteoblasts (10, 11) . To determine whether MAPK-inhibited WB15-M cells might have acquired a similar potential, we stimulated WB15-M cells with BMP2 and assayed for ALP expression as the readout of osteogenic differentiation. WB15-M cells not treated with MAPK inhibitors did not express ALP when stimulated with BMP2, but WB15-M cells treated with SB or PD promptly expressed ALP (Fig. 2C) . The amount of ALP expression in the MAPK-inhibited cells strictly depended on the BMP2 dose ( Osteogenic Differentiation Exhibited ''All-or-None'' Response. To quantify the BMP2-induced response, we developed a colonyforming assay for osteogenic differentiation. WB15-M cells were plated at low density to form colonies derived from single cells. After 10 days of culture in defined amounts of BMP2, colonies were evaluated for ALP expression. Untreated WB15-M cells did not give rise to ALP-positive colonies, whereas cells cultured and maintained in the MAPK inhibitors gave rise to positive colonies when stimulated with BMP2 (Fig. 3A) . The frequency of ALPpositive colonies was BMP2-dose dependent. There were no positive colonies when the BMP2 dose was Ͻ100 ng/mL but abundant positive colonies when it was Ͼ200 ng/mL.
A fine structure analysis showed that the number of ALP-positive colonies increased sharply when the BMP2 dose passed a threshold at 150-200 ng/mL (Fig. 3B) . Whereas the number of positive colonies increased, the intensity of expression in each positive colony was relatively constant, irrespective of the BMP2 dose. Quantification of the expression intensity in individual colonies showed a bimodal population distribution (Fig. 3B) , indicating that each colony responded to graded BMP2 stimulation in an all-ornone fashion. The increase in BMP2 stimulation appeared to enhance the ''probability'' of differentiation, not the degree of differentiation. Plotting the percentage of ALP-positive colonies against the BMP2 dose revealed a sharply rising curve with a narrow transitional zone in the middle (Fig. 3C) . A steep rise in response when external stimulation was increased within a narrow range was indicative of ''ultrasensitivity'' in the dose-response relationship (12) . An all-or-none response and ultrasensitivity are characteristic features of a bistable switch (6, 13) .
Bistable Switch Model for Cellular Differentiation. Bistability is a phenomenon in which a dynamic system can exist in 1 of 2 stable states for a given external condition. Bistability arises in biological systems through many mechanisms, but a common underlying feature is the presence of positive feedback loops (5). How bistability arises can be readily understood in terms of these feedback loops. Assume that a biological system produces a ''factor'' in response to an external stimulation and the factor can further stimulates its own production via a positive feedback loop. Under any specific external condition, the rate of production of the factor can be either high or low, depending on whether the feedback loop has already been activated or not, which in turns hinges on the prior history of factor accumulation. A slight change in the external stimulation or random fluctuations in the factor level can also trigger the activation of the feedback loop, causing the abrupt switch of the system from a state of low factor production to one of high production. To model a bistable system, one starts with a linear kinetic equation that describes the production and decline of the factor. One then adds in a nonlinear term to represent the positive feedback loop. The choice of the mathematical function for the nonlinear term is flexible as long as it exhibits a sigmoidfunction-like behavior that reflects the steep increase in its value above a certain threshold, typically associated with a positive feedback loop (6, 13) .
We use such a bistable switch model to analyze the observed differentiation behavior of WB15-M cells. We hypothesize that the decision by the cells to differentiate is contingent on the accumulation of an intracellular ''lineage factor,'' which could be 1 or more transcription factors (14, 15) , signaling events (6), or epigenetic modifications (16) . The accumulation of the factor is governed by its production and decline (Fig. 4A) , described by the following equation:
[1]
In the equation, X denotes the concentration of the lineage factor as a function of time, T. The first term on the right-hand side describes the basal production of the factor, inducible by external stimulation. The second term, k ϫ X, describes the natural decline of the factor, with a rate constant k. The third term, A ϫ (…), describes the nonlinear contribution to factor production from a positive feedback loop. We model this nonlinear term by using a Hill function. This function, defined by the Hill parameter n, describes a sigmoid curve that increases sharply above a threshold determined by the parameter M.
, the equation can be simplified to:
The dynamic behavior of Eq. 2 depends solely on the dimensionless parameters n, ␣, and ␤. The rate constant k and the threshold parameter M have been absorbed into the scaled variables t and x. Eq. 2 is solved by numerical calculation (17) , and the solution is used to generate a phase diagram that shows the equilibrium value of x plotted against ␤ at different values of ␣ (Fig. 4B) . At low ␣, the curve shows a gradual increase in x with increasing ␤. At high ␣, the curve shows a switchback in the middle portion. The switchback corresponds to a bistable domain, where the system can have 2 alternative states under the same external condition. Varying ␣ or n modifies the size of the bistable domain but does not change the overall behavior of the system (Fig. 4C ). Without loss of generality, we set n ϭ 8. We also set ␣ ϭ 1.1, a choice to be justified below.
Correlation of the Model with Experimental Data. We apply the above model to analyze the differentiation of WB15-M cells in response to BMP2 stimulation. We link the parameter ␤ and the BMP2 dose using a Michaelis-Menten-like relationship ␤ ϭ BMP2/ (LϩBMP2). This equation introduces into the model a new parameter L, the value of which is empirically determined to be Ϸ100 ng/mL from experimental data (see below). The model predicts a nonlinear relationship between BMP2 stimulation and differentiation response (Fig. 4D) . With low BMP2 stimulation, x will be small, corresponding to the cell being in an ''off'' (undifferentiated) state. With high BMP2 stimulation, x will be large, corresponding to an ''on'' (differentiated) state. With intermediate BMP2 stimulation, x lies in the bistable domain. If the cell is initially in the ''off'' state, and the BMP2 stimulation crosses the upper boundary of the bistable domain, x increases abruptly, representing a rapid transition of the cell from an undifferentiated state to a differentiated state (arrow in Fig. 4D) . The decision by a cell to undergo differentiation therefore exhibits a threshold effect, as was seen in WB15-M cells. Stochastic noise has been hypothesized to trigger spontaneous transitions between bistable states (18), which could explain the ''probabilistic'' differentiation pattern seen in our experiments. A rigorous stochastic analysis of the above model is beyond the scope of this article (19, 20) , but we examine the effect of stochastic noise in the model by empirical simulation. The effect of stochastic noise is simulated in a cohort of 40 hypothetical colonies by adding random fluctuations stepwise to the solutions of the model at the end of each day over 12 days. The noise level is simulated at 0, 1, 5, or 10% of the calculated factor level at each time point (Fig. 4E) . On each day, in a fraction of the colonies, the fluctuation spontaneously triggers the positive-feedback mechanism and transitions the cells from the ''off'' state to the ''on'' state, resulting in a bimodal distribution of differentiated and undifferentiated colonies. The noise level directly affects the probability of transitions and determines the final shape of the dose-response curve (Fig. 4F) . Comparing the experimental curve ( Fig. 3C ) with the simulated curve generated by the stochastic model at a 5% noise level (Fig. 4G) shows an excellent agreement, with a correlation coefficient of 0.985 (P Ͻ 3.8 ϫ 10 Ϫ8 ). This noise level is comparable with an estimation previously derived in human cells (21) .
BMP2-Induced Osteogenic Response Exhibited Cellular Memory.
A bistable switch model with stochastic noise could thus explain the nonlinear dose-response relationship seen in the differentiation of WB15-M cells. It also makes new predictions that could be tested experimentally. The hallmark of a bistable system is hysteresis or a memory effect (22) . In a cell regulated by a bistable switch, past stimulation could activate the feedback loop, which would modulate the cell's response to subsequent stimulation. To show that BMP2 treatment of WB15-M cells could exhibit memory, we first pretreated MAPK-inhibited WB15-M cells with BMP2 for 7 days. We then plated pretreated and untreated cells in a colony-forming assay and challenged them with different doses of BMP2 (Fig. 5A) . The dose-response curves for the pretreated and untreated cells demonstrated a hysteresis loop, indicative of cellular memory (Fig. 5B) . Untreated cells required Ͼ200 ng/mL of BMP2 to induce osteogenic differentiation. In BMP2-pretreated cells; however, 100 ng/mL of BMP2 was sufficient to sustain their ALP expression. These 2 thresholds, one for the dose-response curve going up (Fig.  4D) and one for the curve coming down (Fig. 5C ), marked the boundaries of the bistable domain predicted by the model. The value of L could then be determined by correlating the predicted and observed values for the 2 thresholds (Fig. 5D ).
Cellular Memory Could Be Erased by Factor Dilution.
If cellular memory is contingent on the accumulation of an inducible factor, interruption in the production of the factor would lead to erasure of the memory. In our model, the production of the lineage factor depends on external stimulation, whereas its decline is attributable mostly to cell division-associated dilution. Interruption of external stimulation will cause factor production to cease, and the factor level will decline by half each time the cell divides. Accordingly, with time passed, the cell will lose memory of its previous stimulation.
To test this prediction, we pretreated MAPK-inhibited WB15-M cells with BMP2 for 7 days, removed the BMP2 stimulation for 2 or 4 days, and then challenged the cells with different BMP2 doses. The interval removal of BMP2 stimulation induced a rapid decline in the response of the cells to BMP2 challenge (Fig. 5E ). The memory effect was essentially eliminated within 4 days, corresponding to an exponential decline of factor level with a half-life of Ϸ18 h, precisely the cell cycle length for WB15-M cells. We then asked whether inhibition of protein synthesis could also interrupt factor production and erase the memory (6) . A brief, 1-day exposure of the BMP2-pretreated cells to cycloheximide was sufficient to eliminate the memory effect (Fig. 5F ), confirming that continuous protein production is necessary to maintain cellular memory. The results of the memory-erasure experiments provided justification to the choice of ␣ ϭ 1.1 in the model. If ␣ is too large (␣ Ͼ 1.3, for instance), the strong positive feedback will prevent the decline of the memory factor (Fig. 5G) . Conversely, if ␣ is too small (␣ Ͻ 0.7), the weak positive feedback is inadequate to generate memory. The optimal choice of ␣ ϭ 1.1 will allow both the establishment of cellular memory and its erasure. colonies appeared on day 8 of the assay (Fig. 5H ). For cells treated with 150 ng/mL of BMP2, positive colonies did not appear until day 10, indicating a lag in the response time when the stimulation was just above the threshold and demonstrating the critical slowing down phenomenon. The varying time courses of the appearance of ALP-positive colonies in response to different degrees of BMP2 stimulation were in agreement with the quantitative predictions of the model (Fig. 5I) . It is instructive to note that the transition of individual colonies from being ''off'' (ALP-negative) on day 8 to being ''on'' (ALPpositive) on day 10 was sudden and involved all of the cells in the colony at the same time (Fig. 5J) . This synchronized behavior can be explained by the fact that these cells, being the common progeny of a single colony-forming cell, had the same nonlinear rate of factor accumulation, as dictated by the bistable switch mechanism, and hence shared an identical cell fate.
MAPK Inhibition Demonstrated Cellular Memory and Plasticity.
We asked whether the effect of MAPK inhibition might also exhibit memory, which would implicate a similar bistable switch mechanism behind the action of the MAPK inhibitors. In a 2-step colony-forming assay, MAPK inhibitor-pretreated and untreated cells were stimulated with BMP2. Cells pretreated with either PD or SB gave an enhanced response to BMP2 stimulation compared with untreated cells (Fig. 6A) . The enhancement was independent of the inhibitor used, because the interchange of the inhibitors in the pretreatment and differentiation steps gave similar results. To test whether this enhanced response was caused by the inhibitorinduced accumulation of an ''osteogenic cell fate factor,'' we pretreated WB15-M cells with PD for different numbers of days and quantified their response to subsequent BMP2 stimulation. The number of ALP-positive colonies was directly proportional to the duration of PD pretreatment (Fig. 6B) . Interruption of factor accumulation by interval removal of PD also caused erasure of the MAPK inhibition-associated memory (Fig. 6C) , as expected of an underlying bistable switch.
We asked whether the cells could regain their myogenic ability when their osteogenic memory was erased. WB15-M cells were pretreated with PD and BMP2 to induce osteogenic memory and then cultured clonally to form colonies under either osteogenic or myogenic conditions to evaluate the lineage commitment of the colony-forming cells (Fig. 6D) . When placed under osteogenic conditions, these cells formed robust ALP-positive colonies. When placed under myogenic conditions, the cells lost their osteogenic memory, regained their myogenic ability, and formed myofibercontaining colonies. The number of myogenic colonies formed was no different from that of untreated WB15-M cells, indicating that the inhibitory effect of PD on myogenic lineage commitment is dynamically maintained.
These results demonstrated that MAPK inhibition of WB15-M cells brought about an inducible change in lineage commitment and cell fate plasticity. These observations can be modeled by a network of interacting bistable switches that convert external signals into binary decisions ( Fig. 6E ; mathematical details available upon request). In this model, an ''osteogenic cell fate factor'' induced by MAPK inhibition enhances the accumulation of a ''bone factor'' and suppresses that of a ''muscle factor,'' leading to alternative final states (Fig. 6F) . The lineage-specific factors might also antagonize each other, leading to the choice of a single fate (14, 15) . The change in the relative abundance of the factors with time thereby determines the choice between osteogenic versus myogenic differentiation under different conditions (Fig. 6G) .
Discussion
In this work, we used a human bone marrow stromal cell subclone to study myogenic and osteogenic differentiation. Using a quanti- tative colony-forming assay, we showed that BMP2-induced osteogenic differentiation of these cells exhibited a threshold effect and an all-or-none response. These properties suggested that cellular differentiation is not a linear process. Rather, it exhibited behavior that can only be described by a nonlinear dynamic model. The bistable switch model is among the simplest of such models (13) . In a linear model of differentiation, it can be assumed that the differentiation response is contingent on the accumulation of a lineage factor, the production of which is linearly proportional to the degree of external stimulation. In a bistable switch model, there is one more assumption: that the production of the factor also depends on a positive feedback mechanism. This additional assumption completely changes the behavior of the model, giving rise to nonlinear features that cannot be predicted by the linear model. Many significant biological processes have been shown to exhibit similar nonlinear behavior and have been successfully analyzed by using the bistable switch model (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) .
The bistable switch model gives rise to testable predictions: that there were 2 history-dependent thresholds in the dose-response curve, indicative of cellular memory; that cellular memory depended on factors that accumulated and declined with time; and that differentiation was a plastic process requiring continuous regulation (30) . The remarkable agreement between our experimental findings and these predictions could be considered a stringent test of the model. To further demonstrate the predictive value of the model, one has to identify the molecular components of the positive feedback mechanism. Gene expression profiling of WB15-M cells pretreated or untreated with BMP2 will allow identification of candidate genes comprising the feedback loop. If disruption of these candidate genes eliminates osteogenic memory, the finding will strongly support the model. A similar line of investigation has been used successfully in 2 recent examples of the model (14, 24) .
A ''stock options'' model has previously been proposed to explain the choice of fates in multipotent progenitors (11) . The bistable switch model, as generalized to multiple lineages, explains how the stock options model might work. The multilineage bistable switch model assumes positive feedback action within each lineage and mutual antagonism between lineages (14, 15) . Once a cell tentatively chooses an option, the positive feedback mechanism reinforces that particular choice and the cross-lineage antagonism suppresses the alternatives. A single option will then be chosen at the expense of others.
Our studies showed that treatment of WB15-M cells with either PD or SB suppressed myogenesis and induced osteogenesis. It is unknown why inhibitors of both p38 and Erk signaling were able to induce these changes. p38 signaling has been shown to be required for myogenic differentiation (8) , but the role of Erk signaling in myogenesis is less clear (9) . Further studies to delineate how inhibition of these pathways suppress myogenesis and induce osteogenesis will be critical.
Our experiments were performed by using the WB15-M subclone. This subclone, although exhibiting both myogenic and osteogenic potentials under appropriate stimulatory conditions, was derived from bone marrow stromal cells and might not be representative of normal myogenic and osteogenic progenitors. The general applicability of our findings to primary myogenic and osteogenic progenitors has yet to be established. Given the remarkable agreement between the predictions of the bistable switch model and the observed behavior of the WB15-M cells, it will be important to test for a similar bistable differentiation pattern in primary mesenchymal progenitors. Further understanding of the role of the bistable switch mechanism in cellular differentiation should facilitate the development of new strategies in cell fate control and cellular therapies.
Materials and Methods
Cellular Analysis. Human bone marrow stromal cells were isolated as previously described (7) . MAPK inhibition of the WB15-M cells was done by using PD (25 M) or SB (25 M) (Calbiochem). For ALP expression assays, WB15-M cells were first cultured in medium with human BMP2 (R&D Systems) for 10 days. ALP expression was assayed by using an ALP detection kit (Sigma-Aldrich). For osteogenic colonyforming assay, WB15-M cells were plated at 50 cells per cm 2 , cultured in BMP2 for 10 -12 days, and then analyzed for ALP expression. For myogenic colony-forming assay, WB15-M cells were cultured in 10% FCS for 5 days and then in 2% horse serum for 5 days. The colonies were stained for MyHC expression by a peroxidase-DAB assay.
Model Analysis. Numerical analysis was done by using the Livermore Solver for Ordinary Differential Equation algorithms (17) . To simulate stochastic noise, equation (2) was solved in steps of 1 day. An independent Gaussian random number, with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation corresponding to 0, 1, 5, or 10% of the solution of the equation, was added to the solution at the end of each step and the adjusted solution used as the initial value in the next step. The process was repeated for 12 days and the temporal evolution of factor levels in 40 hypothetical colonies determined.
